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Silkeveien…
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The Scandinavians were Vikings
based on a maritime/waterway Strategy

(ca 800-1100)

Viking ships were 
fast, could easily use 
shallow water/rivers, 
did not need ports

The Danes, the 
Swedes and the 
Norwegian met in 
Istanbul – Swedes 
established Kiev (first 
Russian city/land)



Legacy: The Viking Area paved way for the Hanseatic
League - 800 years of trade and short sea  
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The Norwegians 
Contributed with
Fisheries, but also 
wheed, clothes and 
wine 

Germany, 
Netherlands, Belgium 
and the Baltics played 
the most important 
role to provide 
businesses and freight 
Scandinavia



Norway 
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5,4 mill inhabitants   
Currency: NOK (Norske Krone)
Kingdom
Capital: Oslo

Sweden
10,3 mill inhabitants: 
Currency: SEK (Svenske Krone)
Kngdom
Capitol: Stockholm



NORWAY’s TOP 3 INDUSTRIES
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TODAY…

#     1      Wealth FundES??T WEALTH FUND (STOCKS)

#     2      SEAFOOD 
#     3      OIL & GAS 



Industry, retail, automotive, tech
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Sweden – a more comprehensive potential for export to South East Asia

Still….  Sweden is the Scandinavian 
Big Brother, also in terms of 
industries and businesses.
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The Silk Road western destinations have ahd a 
strong focus on contintental Europe
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Covid 19
Suez blockage
Fit for 55/
Cop 26
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Defining moment for rail freight 

All in favour of 
long-distance 
trans-Eurasian rail lines



Freight forwarders are delivering
solutions to Europe
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RAIL TRANSPORT VOLUME FORECAST 

Source: Roland Berger/UIC

And the most probable forecast is 2-3x growth in 10 years



SILK ROAD 2.0 – RAIL FLOWS 2030 (estimates)

Source: Roland Berger/UIC

The growth will take place in the northern corridor
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«How can Short Sea take a (larger) market share of the increasing 
volumes from far east with destination Scandinavia?
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The set-up on promotion of the New Silk Road (BRI) – increases the rail freight volumes from Asia to Europa 
significantly. The volumes for Norway/Scandinavia will be posititioned relatively to the east. 
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Rail Baltica
finished 2026 (est.)

is obviously one 
enabler of rail solutions



Short Sea Volumes from the Baltic
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KALININGRAD



Source: Unifeeder 18

A great short sea potential from the 
Baltics/Poland/Germany to Scandinavia 



Rail Network in the 
Nordics
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4000 km in Norway
15000 km in Sweden
Mostly built between 1855 and
1930

Great need for renewed terminals
and crossing tracks

Increased investments in both Norway
and Sweden
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Example 1:  Collicare: Two block-trains from China+ short 
sea (ViaSea) from Kaliningrad/Gdynia/Klaipeda 
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Example 2: The main rail freight operator CargoNet want to 
take a position for future rail growth

• We want to utilise our position, experience and know-how where we can 
create most added value. 

• We plan to further increase our shuttle service between Oslo and Malmö / 
Trelleborg.

• We can take over containers in e.g. south of Sweden and feed them into our 
network in Norway as well as transport the containers back to a given 
destination.

• Securing appropriate (IT) system support is an important part our 
digitalisation strategy / efforts. 

Examples (for illustration purposes only)

Example 1 – Full block train with containers for both Norwegian and Swedish market is split in Malmö - 
containers bound for Norway enters CargoNets’ shuttle service network in Malmö.

Example 2 – Containers arrive in Germany (either block train or regular scheduled service), transported 
by rail to Malmö and enters CargoNets’ network there.

Example 3 – Batch of containers / full block train arrives Malmö and CargoNet handles transportation to 
final destination(s) in Norway either by block train or part of regular shuttle service from Malmö.

Example 4 – Batch of containers / full block train for both Norwegian and Swedish market is split in 
northern Sweden and CargoNet handles transportation to final destination(s) in Norway either by regular 
shuttle service.

Example 5 – Batch of containers / full block train for both Norwegian and Swedish marked is transported 
by sea from the Baltic area to Sweden (Gothenburg/Malmö/Trelleborg), split and CargoNet handles 
transportation to final destination(s) in Norway by regular shuttle service

Duisburg

Hamburg

Malmö / 
Trelleborg

Oslo

Different 
solutions will 

emerge 

Gothenburg



Example 3: Train connection between
Narvik Helsinki and Asia
Electrified raill all the way



Example 3 (cont’d): Narvik Havn – 
transport corridor between west and east
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• We promote new solutions and communicate them

• We work for sustainability in the whole supply chain

• We have a multimodal institute and a working group for 

rail

• We work with interoperability, digital documents like eBL

• We work globally, as well as regionally and locally

FIATA – the voice of the freight 
forwarder





eFBL Q1 2022
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Electronic FIATA Bill of Lading

The eFBL proof of concept, which involved 7 software providers and 19 freight forwarding companies has just ended and 
a summary of the results will be shared soon with FIATA members.

The implementation of the solution is planned to start this autumn (subject to FIATA’s Presidency approval) and a 
progressive rollout is then planned to start in Q1 next year.

Technical study Feb-Aug 2021

The main objective of the eFBL project is to provide FIATA members with the possibility to issue eFBLs through 
their everyday tools, TMS and others, including electronic document transfer platforms. The eFBL open 
standard, will be made accessible to all software and technology providers and FIATA’s solution will also 
include a document tracking system which is aimed at ensuring authenticity, identification and traceability of 
e-documents issued by forwarders. All stakeholders will be able to verify the validity of a document, the 
identity of its issuer as well as the integrity of its content.



What could possibly go wrong?



China and US(EU) relationships
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Thank you for your attention!
olea.hagen@nholt.no


